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THE BEHAVIOR OF CELLS IN BREAST TUMORS
DURING INVASION AND METASTASIS

Introduction: On the way to individual therapy concepts for
patients early diagnosis and therapy response assessment is
mandatory. Improvements of preclinical methods to validate
therapeutic effects of a novel drug candidate are therefore urgently needed. Novel in vivo imaging methods such as MRI and
SPECT offer exact estimation of the total tumour mass noninvasively as well as functional and biological characterisation of
the tumour tissue including the grade of vascularisation. As a
result quantitative assessment of therapeutic effects in the tissue should further improve local and systemic tumour control.
Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI is an emerging imaging method to assess not only morphologic changes but also tumour angiogenesis and validate the changes of physiological alterations.
A multiparametric MR analysis was established using various
mouse tumour xenograft models in order to determine parameters such as apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and pharmacokinetic parameters for exact tumour tissue characterisation.
In order to perform tumourspecific SPECT, tumour cells were
transfected with sodium iodine symporter (NIS) and NIS-specific tracers such as TC99m pertechnetate was used.

Multi-photon microscopy (MPM) allows the direct observation of
the behavior of individual cells in vivo. In mammary tumors MPM
demonstrates that invasive/migratory carcinoma cells form migratory streams and intravasate when associated with macrophages. Taking advantage of this macrophage tropism allows
collection of the migratory competent macrophages and tumor
cells as live cells directly from the primary tumor. Expression
profiling of these co-migratory tumor cells and macrophages
has led to the surprising conclusion that both cell types exhibit
embryonic expression patterns. Further analysis indicates that
the tumor cells express genes associated with breast cancer
stem cells, apoptosis and cell cycle arrest, and DNA repair. Consistent with this unusual expression pattern are the phenotypes
of the isolated tumor cells: radiation and chemotherapy resistance, arrest in G0-1 and a greatly amplified ability of tumor cells
to find and co-migrate with macrophages and intravasate. Consistent with the embryonic expression pattern is the observation
that tumor cell migration with macrophages in vivo in mammary
tumors is reminiscent of cell migration during morphogenesis in
the embryonic breast.

Methods: Tumour cells of human origin (colon, breast) were
stably transfected with the hNIS gene. Mouse tumour xenograft
models were established by inoculating ~106 cells over the
right scapula subcutaneously. MRI Imaging was performed on
a dedicated preclinical small animal 7T MR (ClinScan, Bruker)
and SPECT imaging using a preclinical small animal SPECT/CT
(NanoSPECT, Mediso). To monitor tumour growth by MRI, tumour size was measured using a T2-weighted sequence. Additionally, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and dynamic contrast
enhanced (DCE) MRI (0.15 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA) were performed.
To visualize tracer accumulation and measure tracer retention
time, SPECT imaging was performed using Tc99m (100 MBq).

The expression pattern unique to the migratory tumor cells is
called the Invasion Signature. Invasion, adhesion and motility
pathways identified in the Invasion Signature converge on the
RhoC/Cofilin/Mena pathway identifying it as a master regulator of chemotaxis, invasion and dissemination of breast tumor
cells in vivo. Using markers derived from the RhoC/Cofilin/Mena
pathway, anatomical landmarks have been developed for use
with breast cancer patients. One of these, composed of an intravasating carcinoma cell marked by Mena over-expression,
and a peri-vascular macrophage, is called TMEM (Tumor MicroEnvironment for Metastasis) in human breast tumors. Related
markers of metastatic risk are MenaCalc (relative expression of
Mena isoform 11a), Mena ratio (MenaINV/Mena 11a in fine needle aspirates of breast tumors), and cofilin x P-cofilin, a marker
of activation of the Cofilin/Mena pathway in tumor cells. These
related markers can be organized to represent progression from
EMT to migration to intravasation. They predict metastatic risk
in human invasive ductal carcinomas of the breast as shown
in 4 retrospective clinical studies. The molecular mechanisms
behind these markers are a major focus going forward.

Conclusions: The NIS-transfected tumour xenograft model
seems to be a promising tool for tumour imaging and monitoring. Due to a more exact estimation of tumour mass even little
effects in tumour volume shrinkage can be monitored compared
to the current method using a calliper. Further validation will be
performed by pharmacokinetic modelling of the contrast agent
uptake and parameters such as perfusion and permeability used
as correlated measures of the tumour tissue in order to predict
therapy response. Tumour vascularisation and heterogeneity
can be additionally visualised.
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Results: hNIS- expression in both tumour entities was visualized by a strong Tc99m-uptake via SPECT-imaging when compared to tumour xenografts bearing untransfected tumour cells.
MR imaging allowed a precise delineation of tumour mass and
estimation of tumour volume. Signal enhancement measured by
DCE was predominantly found in the tumour periphery, whilst
homogenous tumour tissue showed a more uniform contrast
agent distribution. Increased apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) in the tumour centre gave the indication of necrotic tissue.
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